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ABSTRACT

Using local or non-local features has proven to be a competent approach for denoising images. As noise and edges have similar effect of changes in gradient in many cases, noise allocation for denoising is still significant challenge. This work addresses the classic problem but introducing the combination concept of local and non-local factors with deviation refinement procedure. A new algorithm of the concept is proposed to ameliorate noise reduction. Sensitivity of noise detection is examined by iterative non-local mean and bilateral filter with refinement of range deviation. The final methodology is tested with Gaussian noise and compared with both non-local mean, bilateral filter. Experiment demonstrates improvement of denoising level in the new algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image are corrupted by variable noise methods and denoising is essential task for image enhancement. Each pixel in the image must be examined if noise exists. This task is practical important because noise affects to object detection and scene understanding. Existing denoising methods have different strengths and weakness. Some filters remove noise but can not keep edges.

Noise and edges usually have the same effect of changes in gradient. In case when edges are seen like noise, edges are removed by the denoise operators and image becomes over-smooth. So detection of noise from edges is significant challenge for image enhancement.

Sigma-based operators like non-local mean and bilateral filer have been introduced for solving the problem. Initial versions of non local mean operators [1],[2],[3],[4] met numerous further research for improvement of denoising quality and performance. It was studied also for other image applications like demosaic [5], image compression [6], image inpainting [7]. Bilateral filter [8] have also been developed to many applications [9],[10].

This work have pursued an approach with some success to improve noise deduction but keep well edges. A new proposed algorithm was based on combination of non-local mean and bilateral filter for iterative noise detection. Intensive variation of bilateral filter is refined in each iteration by noise estimation which is determined by non-local and local factors. Experimental results present improvement of edges keeping for above sigma-based operators.

2. OUTLINE OF PAPER

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Detailed literature review is presented in Sec. 3. A new proposed non-local approach is explained in detail in Sec. 4. Implementation of IBFNM algorithm for gray and color image is elaborated in Sec. 5. Discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of this approach is presented in Sec. 6. Future working is in Sec. 7 with pointers to Conclusion in Sec. 8.

3. PRIOR WORK

Image features can be local, global and non-local (NL). The concept neighborhood filters introduced by Yaroslavsky [2]. Average is taken from neighbors having similar value to regarding pixel. Examplar-based inpainting use similar patches with the position of losing information to fill in [3]. This approach received numerous further development. Some works proposed methods for improvement of denoising output.

Kervrann et al [11] proposed a weighted sum of data points within an adaptive neighborhood for each pixel. The weighted sum balances the accuracy of approximation and the stochastic error.

The others link non-local mean with bilateral filter [9],[12]. A common weighted average filter [10] is introduced by Tanaka et al. It interprets bilateral filter and the NL-means filter like patch-based posterior mean with high-order Markov Random Fields (MRF) prior, that is learned by the locally adaptive prior learning. Image patches by learned basis functions is presented like a denoising framework by Chatterjee et al [13].

A modified bilateral filtering is defined by Alonso-González et al [14] in terms of spatial and polarimetric distances. These distances encapsulate knowledge in both domains for an adaptation to the data structure. The method used an iterative weight refinement procedure, employing the filtered images to compute a more reliable estimation of the filter weights.

4. ITERATIVE FILTER

4.1 Non-Local Filter

Removing noise from image is a classic signal processing problem. In additional noise model, noise image $\eta$ is result of addition of noise $n$ to original image $\nu$:

$$\eta(x) = \nu(x) + n(x)$$

(1)

Image $\nu$ needs to be recovered from input image $\eta$. Neighborhood filter proposed by Yaroslavsky [2] selects a set of pixels $J(x)$ for each pixel $x$ in input image $\Omega$. The set $J(x)$ is defined by spatial close to $x$ and similarity of intensive value with $\nu(x)$. Mean of $\eta$ for pixels of the set $J(x)$ in discrete form is applied for all pixels:

$$\eta(x) = \frac{1}{|J(x)|} \sum_{y \in J(x)} \eta(y)$$

(2)
Lindenbaum et al addressed the Gaussian filter $G_{s}$ which is a smoothing filter but at the cost of less distinct edges [15]:

$$G_{s}(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$  \hfill (3)

The Gaussian filter then became a base for other filters, that are called by other way - sigma-filters. NL-means by Buades et al [16], [17] has a formula quite similar to the sigma-filter [8], [9]:

$$NM_{u}(x) = \frac{1}{C(x)} \int w(x,y)u(y)dy$$  \hfill (4)

where similarity weight function $w(x,y)$ depends on similarity of pixels $x$ and $y$ [16] using (3):

$$w(x,y) = \exp \left( -\frac{G_{s}(||r(x,u)-u(y)||)}{\sigma^2} \right)$$  \hfill (5)

and $C(x)$ is the normalization factor over neighbors $N(x)$:

$$C(x) = \int_{N(x)} w(x,y)dy$$  \hfill (6)

Non-local neighborhood filters for color images [2], [4] get similar intensive mean (2). Pixels with similar color $B_{r}(x)$ take their average in $L^2$ exponent form:

$$NF_{u}(x) = \frac{1}{C(x)} \int_{B_{r}(x)} \exp \left( -\frac{||r(x,y)||^2}{h^2} \right)u(y)dy$$  \hfill (7)

Only pixels in $B_{r}(x)$ are averaged where $h$ manages the color similarity and $C(x)$ is the normalization factor.

### 4.2 Bilateral Filter

Bilateral filter (BF) is introduced by Tomasi and Manduchi [8], with frame size $\tau$, global space deviation $\sigma_{r}$ and range deviation $\sigma_{t}$ which makes surfaces smooth, just as the Gaussian filter, while maintaining sharp edges better than the Gaussian filter (3):

$$BF[u]_{t} = \frac{1}{W(x)} \int_{x \in N_{t}(x)} G_{r}(||x-y||)G_{t}(||p(x)-u(y)||)u(y)dy$$  \hfill (8)

where $W(x)$ is the normalization factor:

$$W(x) = \int_{x \in N_{t}(x)} G_{r}(||x-y||)G_{t}(||p(x)-u(y)||)dy$$  \hfill (9)

Bilateral filter takes pixels in a frame (size $\tau$) around the pixel and uses local intensive information of the frame to perform (8).

### 4.3 Noise and Edges

Noise and edges have common sign of high gradients $\nabla u$ in $L$ norm:

$$\nabla x = \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right) x \in \Omega$$  \hfill (10)

Denoising filters (2), (4), (7), (8) are averaging $u(x)$ for a set of neighbors of $x$, not considering $V(x)$. In case the noise deviation exceeds the edge contrast, the bilateral filter fails as it makes edges smooth like action to noise. Zang et al [18] studied parameter selection for the bilateral filter and found that, in application of BF on the subband approximation, some image details are loss in results. The gray levels are flatten after each level of wavelet reconstruction, resulting in a cartoon-like appearance.

### 4.4 NOISE DETECTION BY TWO VIEWS

Addressing the losing some image details in BF filter this section proposes a new approach for noise detection by both NM-mean and BF filter. Our main idea is to detect noise under different points of view. Noise assumptions are different under NM-mean and BF filter, thereby confidence of noise detection must be better when use the both methods, thought it takes additional computational cost.

Firstly, from the view of NL-mean, difference of $u(x)$ and output of filter $NM_{u}(x)$ supports to get probability on location of noise by the filter:

$$P^{NM}(n) \approx |NM(u) - u|/\epsilon(u + \epsilon)$$  \hfill (11)

where $\epsilon \neq 0$ is to prevent division by zero.

Secondly, similarly for BF, probability on noise location by bilateral filter has following form:

$$P^{BF}(n) \approx |BF(u) - u|/\epsilon(u + \epsilon)$$  \hfill (12)

Average of above probabilities gives better noise assumption than self NL mean or self BF:

$$P^{NM+BF}(n) \approx \frac{1}{2}(P^{NM}(n) + P^{BF}(n))$$  \hfill (13)

$$P^{NM+BF}(n) \approx \frac{1}{2}[|NM(u) + BF(u) - 2u|/\epsilon(u + \epsilon) - 1]$$  \hfill (14)

This solution is simple but effective in practices, see examples in Fig. 2b, 2c, and 2d.

### 4.5 REFINEMENT FOR BF RANGE DEVIATION

Original bilateral filter (8) applies predefined constant range deviation $\sigma_{t}$ that could lead to blur the image thereby removing much of the image details. Our new solution for this problem is using found probability of noise to refine the BF range deviation. Iterative deviation refinement procedure will be applied to the solution, similar to the weight refinement procedure in [14]. Using probability of noise to update deviation can lead to better covering noise and keeping edges.

Initial range deviation $\sigma_{t}$ in (8) is a constant. However, the adaptive version of sigma $\sigma_{t}(x)$ can be presented by a function dependent on noise probability for matching the noise assumption:

$$\sigma_{t}(x) = k \cdot P^{NM}(n(x) + \epsilon)$$  \hfill (15)

Now the new denoising approach is an iterative procedure of filters for refinement of the BF range deviation.

The BF runs in some iterations. Range deviation $\sigma_{t}$ is constant in the initial iteration. In each later iteration, the BF range deviation is redefined by found probability of noise location from previous iteration. So that, $\sigma_{t}^{p}(x)$ is a function of $BF^{p}(u(x))$. It is inversely proportional with $P^{p}(n)$ to realize effect of denoising.

$$\sigma_{t}^{p}(x) = k \cdot P^{p}(n(x) + \epsilon)$$  \hfill (16)
\[ \sigma_{t+1}^{x}(x) \in [\sigma_1 - \hat{\sigma}, \sigma_1 + \hat{\sigma}] \] (17)

\[ \sum_{\alpha \in \Omega} \sigma_{t+1}^{x}(x) = 1 \] (18)

Condition (17) is to keep deviation average the same as it was given initially. Formula (18) is for Gaussian normalization.

Combining the solution from 4.4, denoised output image for each iteration is average of the two filters’ outputs: NM mean for non-local factors and BF for local factors. In the initial iteration,

\[ \nu^0 = \frac{1}{2}(NM(u) + BF^0(u)) \] (19)

In next iterations, the BF range deviation \( \sigma_{t+1}^{x}(x) \) is refined by (16) and then \( BF^{t+1}(u) \) is calculated with the deviation \( \sigma_{t+1}^{x}(x) \). Output of the iteration is an average:

\[ \nu^{t+1} = \frac{1}{2}(NM(u) + BF^{t+1}(u)) \] (20)

Stop condition of the iterative procedure is based on variance function \( \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} \):

\[ \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} = \| \nu^{t+1} - \nu^t \|^2, L = 1.2 \] (21)

The procedure is stopped when

\[ \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} > \hat{\sigma}^t \] (22)

So, the described denoising approach is based on probabilities of noise delivered by NL mean and BF filters. This also applies refinement for BF range deviation by the noise assumption. The approach is resumed in the following section.

4.6 ALGORITHM IBFNM

The algorithm IBFNM is short for “Iterative Bilateral Filter and Non-local Mean”. It contains the following steps.

Start: given image \( u \), size \( \tau \) and initial standard deviation:

\[ \sigma_0^x(x) = \text{const}, \sigma_0^y = \text{const}, \forall x \in \Omega \] (23)

Calculate \( NM(u), BF^0(u) \) with \( \sigma_0^x \), and then \( \nu^0 \):

\[ \nu^0 = \frac{1}{2}(NM(u) + BF^0(u)) \] (24)

At \( (t+1) \) iteration:

Find probability of noise location:

\[ P'(n) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ |NM(u) + BF'(u)|/(u + \varepsilon) - 1 \right] \] (25)

Refine the BF range deviation:

\[ \sigma^{t+1}_x(x) = k \{ P'(n)(x) + \varepsilon \} \] (26)

Calculate \( BF^{t+1}(u) \) with \( \sigma^{t+1}_x(x) \) and then \( \nu^{t+1} \):

\[ \nu^{t+1} = \frac{1}{2}(NM(u) + BF^{t+1}(u)) \] (27)

Stop: when

\[ \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} > \hat{\sigma}^t \] (28)

\[ \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} = \| \nu^{t+1} - \nu^t \|^2, L = 1.2 \] (29)

\[ \hat{\sigma}^{t+1} > \hat{\sigma}^t \] (22)

So, the described denoising approach is based on probabilities of noise delivered by NL mean and BF filters. This also applies refinement for BF range deviation by the noise assumption. The approach is resumed in the following section.

**Figure 1:** Algorithm of iterative bilateral filter and non-local mean

a) Image with Gaussian noise
PSNR=68.12

b) Denoise a/ by non-local mean
PSNR=72.32

c) Denoise a/ by bilateral filter
PSNR=72.24

d) Denoise a/ by IBFNM, initial iteration, PSNR=72.66
Figure 2: Example of IBFNM for gray image.

- a) Image with Gaussian noise, PSNR=68.27
- b) Denoise a/ by non-local mean, PSNR=70.66
- c) Denoise a/ by bilateral filter, PSNR=70.18
- d) Denoise a/ by IBFNM, PSNR=71.07, 2 iterations.
- e) Denoise a/ by non-local mean, PSNR=73.19
- f) Denoise a/ by bilateral filter, PSNR=71.15
- g) Denoise a/ by IBFNM, PSNR=73.69, 1 iteration.
5. EXPERIMENTS
PSNR is chosen to validate the superiority of the proposed algorithm IBFNL. Its performance is compared with NL-mean and BF by visual quality and PSNR.

5.1 GRAY IMAGE
An example of gray image run by the algorithm is demonstrated in Fig.2. Input image Fig.2a is corrupted by Gaussian noise with PSNR=68.12.

Results of NL-mean and BF are shown in Fig.2b, 2c with PSNR=72.32 and PSNR=72.24 accordingly. There were 4 iterations for the input gray image with PSNR: 72.66; 74.09; 74.27; 73.93, and it’s stopped after the 3rd iteration. Graph of PSNR for each iteration is in Fig.2e, showed that IBFNL gave the best result comparing with NM and BF, thought its 2nd step has given the best PSNR.

5.2 COLOR IMAGES
Color images from Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark of Berkeley Computer Vision group Berkeley were used to test the IBFNL algorithm. Results are demonstrated in Fig.3. Gaussian noise was added to the color images (Fig.3a). Results of NM-mean, BF and IBFNL are set on column Fig.3b, 3c and 3d. PSNR index is calculated for each cases. The superiority of IBFNL is validated from the examples.

6. DISCUSSION
The algorithm IBFNL needs three initial parameters: $\sigma_s, \sigma_r$, and BF’s frame size $\tau$. Parameters $\sigma_s, \sigma_r$ regulate local Gaussian distribution of similarity weight. The frame size is to define local space that is used to estimate noise location in step 2 of the algorithm (formula 23, and 24). Too small or too big frame size could lead to noise or over-edges.

Similar solution to the range deviation $\sigma_r(x)$ is making the space deviation $\sigma_s(x)$ and frame size $\tau(x)$ adaptive to probability of noise:

$$\sigma_{rs}^2(x) = k_r f(P'(n)(x) + \varepsilon) \quad (30)$$

$$\tau(x) = k_t f(P'(n)(x) + \varepsilon) \quad (31)$$

In addition, calculation of $\sigma_{rs}^2(x)$ and $\tau(x)$ by (30) and (31) will be new tasks of the IBFNL algorithm, their position is next after formula (26). The algorithm gives results that keeping edges, thought it needs more time for iterations of non-local mean and BF filter.

7. FUTURE WORK
Noise models and types of original images could lead to variable mix of noise and edges. Intention to detect noise from edges is needed to check carefully noise models and image types. Parameters of above algorithms depend on nature of the noise and input image. Study for these questions could be a way for further development of the iterative algorithms.

8. CONCLUSION
An adaptive version of BF and non local mean for de-noising is presented in the paper. In this version, probability of noise is addressed in order to keeps edges well during denoising by non local and local operators. The new iterative IBFNL algorithm makes BF standard deviation adaptive to the probability of noise. Experimental results shows remarkable improvement of noise reduction of the new algorithms. Gaussian noise model are reduced by the algorithm.
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